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Belgium is understood to be considering procuring the reconstruction of the existing Brussels Ring 
Road as a PPP worth more than EUR 2bn, which would make it by far the country’s largest ever PPP. 

Procuring authority De Werkvennootschap (DWV) is believed to be holding discussions with all the 
cities and towns around the Brussels Ring, as it aims to carry out an Environmental Impact 
Assessment on the scheme later this year. 

The PPP element of the project involves the renewal of 20km of road, which has a capex of around 
EUR 2.3bn. 

It forms part of a wider scheme, known in Dutch as “Werken aan de Ring”, which involves the 
construction of 60km of new tram infrastructure and 60km of new cycling paths, both of which will 
be paid for with government on-balance sheet capital. 

The capex of the road project is too big for the government to procure on balance sheet, sources 
said. The road PPP project involves the reconstruction of the motorway R0 over a distance of 20km 
between the A3/A40 and A10/A40. 

The existing Brussels Ring Road, one of the main transport axes in Belgium which was built 65 years 
ago, has been facing road safety problems and is well-known for its congestion issues. 

DWV is considering three options for the potential PPP, one of which involves building an availability-
based parallel ring road next to the current one, to separate local traffic from through-traffic. 

DWV is also exploring the possibility of "optimising" the ring road while trying to keep the current 
infrastructure intact. It was not clear what optimising means in this context at press time. 

Another possibility being considered involves building a road on one side of the Ring, which would 
look more like an urban boulevard than a highway. 

Sweco and Arcadis are advising DWV on the technical side of the project, while Stibbe is understood 
to be its legal advisor. 

Sources said that the PPP could be split in different parts, and added that the final capex would 
heavily depend on the final option chosen by DWV. 
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If DWV presents its preferred option to the Flemish government later this year, the project is 
expected to pave the way for the launch of procurement of the PPP within the next two years. 

Brussels Ring Road would become the largest PPP in Belgium, comfortably ahead of the EUR 1.4bn 
Flemish Education Project and the EUR 1bn A11 Bruges-Zeebrugge road. 

The next transport PPP to be launched by the end of this year in Belgium is the EUR 900m R4 
Highway in and around Ghent. 
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